Reminiscences of some of Paul Levy's ideas in Brownian Motion and in Markov Chains
by Kai-Lai CHUNG We begin with a resume. Let {P(t), t > 0} be a semigroup of stochastic matrices with elements Pij{t),(i,j) E J X J, where I is a countable set, satisfying the condition (1) Hmp,,(i) = 1.
It is known that p' { . (0) = g tJ exists and
(2) 0 < q x i = -q i{ < +oo, 0 < g t; < oo, i ^ j;
E Qij < Qi-
The state i is called stable if q { < +oo, and instantaneous if q { = +oo (Levy's terminology). The matrix Q = (qr t -y) is called conservative when equality holds in (3) for all i.
If the convergence in (1) holds uniformly with respect to all i, or equivalently if the set of all g t is bounded, then we have (4) P(t) = e«'
Let {X(t), t > 0} be a Markov chain with P(t) as its transition matrix, separable and measurable. Then in the special case just men tioned, almost all sample functions are step functions in any finite time interval. The Poisson process is an example, as well as the case when J is a finite set.
Before Levy, the regularity properties of the sample functions of a general Markov chain have been investigated by Doob by martingale methods (1942, 1945) . To describe the allure of a typical path, let us start it at a stable state i. The Markov property implies that it will remain at i during a sojourn time p x with P{p\ > t) = e~q it . Unless q { = 0, Pi is finite but X{p x +) need not exist if inequality holds in (3), or if there is some instantaneous j\ in fact the path may encounter an infinity of states immediately after p x and so the analysis is halted. To avoid such a quick termination let us assume that all states are stable and the Q-matrix is conservative, also that all q { > 0 to exclude a trivial case. Then at the time p x the path will jump from i to j with probability g tJ /g t for all j / i, and we can resume the analysis starting with j. The path will remain in j during another sojourn time p 2 with P(p 2 > t) = e -*'*, then jump again, and so on. The analysis proceeds by induction until the time 
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y/2ni* Putting these quantities together we obtain for the right member of (6): (Ill) However pretty those excursions may be, Levy's grand scheme is to string them all together on a new time scale, the local time at zero, and recover the Brownian motion as a Poisson point process run by the local clock. An illustration of this idea is his proof of the fol lowing theorem, the piece de reaiatemce of his conception of "meaure die voiainage", later known as local time.
